At Change Healthcare, we have flexible opportunities in the medical field, whether you’re looking for a side gig and supplemental income, or simply want to gain more training and experience in your field. This is the chance to boost your earnings potential - on a flexible schedule - and help transform the entire healthcare industry, from provider to patient.

At Change Healthcare, we’re inspiring a better you.

Learn more and apply at careers.changehealthcare.com
Join Change Healthcare

Our Opportunities

Depending on your background, there are multiple options for joining Change Healthcare. See how your experience and skills might fit into our positions below.

Field Reviewers and Chart Intake Specialists

Medical Coders

HEDIS Abstractors, Quality Assurance, and Client Response

Medical chart experience

Risk adjustment and medical coding experience

HEDIS or clinical experience

Why Change Healthcare?

See why our team members chose a flexible medical role at Change Healthcare.

“I loved that the hours were flexible and the pay was based on the quality and quantity of charts abstracted. I now have worked the past 12 seasons with Change Healthcare because it has been a great opportunity for me to build my skills with yearly company trainings where there is always someone to help answer questions.”

Debra Godbey, RN/HEDIS

“Being a Field Reviewer for Change Healthcare has given me an opportunity to use my knowledge, skills, and abilities to transition from a high-pressure work environment to a highly rewarding career. I am able to spend quality time with my family, and I am relieved from a stressful, rigid schedule.”

Basantha Kannan, Field Reviewer

“I really love Change Healthcare! Especially because they have such a vested interest in education with their coders. Additionally, QA’s are very qualified and instead of harsh error notifications, the coder gets coding information as a learning experience for future growth.”

Karen Peugh, Remote Medical Coder

“The best part of working for Change Healthcare as a Chart Intake Specialist is working with the people. Every day, I work with team members who are incredible smart and passionate about their work. In addition, I get to work with people who are invested in my development and want to see me progress.”

Dhiren Patel, Chart Intake Specialist

To learn more and apply, visit careers.changehealthcare.com  #iWork4CHNG
Your Impact
Discover how each flexible opportunity contributes to improving healthcare.

Field Reviewers
Driving force behind all processing by securing medical records

Chart Intake Specialists
Pave the way by preparing charts to enable maximum efficiency for Medical Coders

Medical Coders
Identify members’ health conditions so health plans have appropriate payments to cover care

Client Response
Connect with clients to ensure agreement on coding or abstraction results

Quality Assurance
Confirm that quality of services rendered meet audit standards

HEDIS Abstractors
Enable health plans to demonstrate the quality of care being delivered to their members

Inspiring a Better Healthcare System

What We Offer
Inspiring a better you starts at Change Healthcare.

We offer multiple opportunities to gain exposure in the medical field, network with those inside and outside your specialty, build your skills, and make a quick impact toward a better healthcare system.

Most of our roles offer the benefit of independent and flexible work, uncapped earnings, and paid training – all for a technology company that directly impacts healthcare.

About Change Healthcare
Change Healthcare (Nasdaq: CHNG) is a leading independent healthcare technology company, focused on insights, innovation and accelerating the transformation of the U.S. healthcare system through the power of the Change Healthcare Platform. We provide data and analytics-driven solutions to improve clinical, financial, administrative, and patient engagement outcomes in the U.S. healthcare system.
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